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Eﬃcient Lock Algorithm for Shared Objects in SMP Environments
Takeshi Ogasawara,†,†† Hideaki Komatsu,†
and Toshio Nakatani†
We propose a new algorithm that is eﬀective for objects that are shared among threads
but are not contended for in SMP environments. We can remove the overhead of the serialization between lock and other non-lock operations and avoid the latency of complex atomic
operations in most cases. We established the safety of the algorithm by using a software tool
called Spin. The experimental results from our benchmarking on an SMP machine using Intel
Xeon processors revealed that our algorithm could signiﬁcantly improve eﬃciency by 80% on
average compared to using complex atomic instruction.

is the ineﬃciency of special atomic instructions.
Simple instructions such as stores and loads are
optimized in modern processors. However, the
special atomic instructions are not as eﬃcient
as simple instructions, since they are complex
and use various special hardware resources.
Kawachiya, et al. 5) solved these problems by
introducing the idea of object reservation. They
observed that if an object is ﬁrst locked by a
particular thread, the object then tends to be
locked again by the same thread. For any reserved object, that thread can avoid the cost
of serialization and special atomic instructions.
If a thread is not the reserving thread when it
tries to lock an object, then the reservation of
the object is cancelled and any subsequent lock
for the object requires a lock operation.
The biggest problem with this approach lies
in the assumption that the majority of lock
requests for a given object originate from a
single thread. This is certainly eﬀective for
single-threaded programs or multithreaded programs having few or no shared resources. However, there are many real-world applications
that tend to access a number of shared objects
with multiple threads, and in such cases this
degrades to the same level of performance as
that of the previous approaches using compareand-swap operations.
Considering the sequence of lock operations
for a shared object, the compare-and-swap approach presumes that the owner of the object
can change for every successive lock. However,
the granularity of the code protected by the lock
is not especially ﬁne in practice for most shared

1. Introduction
Multithreaded programming is becoming
popular as programming languages with builtin thread support are coming into wide use. By
using these languages, programmers can easily
exploit the thread-level parallelism of programs
in multiprocessor environments.
Synchronization among threads is necessary
to protect shared resources. All library routines
must assume multithreading and perform locks
before accessing data that can be modiﬁed by
multiple threads. Synchronization is thus pervasive in many Java applications.
It is critical for Java programs to eﬃciently
implement locks because they frequently perform lock operations. We observed that many
benchmark programs need a lock for every 15
to 30 heap accesses.
There are two problems with prior research
that used compare-and-swap operations to acquire locks 1)∼5) in an SMP environment. Because of these, the processor typically has to
stall for many CPU cycles for each lock acquisition, during which it could execute tens or
hundreds of simple instructions.
The ﬁrst problem is the need to serialize processor execution. Any operations in these algorithms that follow lock acquisition have to
wait until the acquisition has been completed
to read consistent data. This partly counters
the advantage of out-of-order execution or relaxed memory consistency models, which can
hide the latency of loads. The second problem
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objects and the owners rarely change. In fact,
we observed that for 76% of the lock operations
for shared objects, the thread that performed
lock operation was the same as the thread that
last released the object. We called this ratio
owner locality.
We propose a novel locking algorithm in this
paper, called the tentative-ownership lock or
TO-lock, which exploits the high owner locality.
The algorithm still tentatively owns the lock
when it releases it. It does not incur the cost
of serialization or expensive atomic instructions
that prior research required as long as the same
thread locks an object. When a thread does not
own an object and attempts to acquire the lock
for the object, it performs compare-and-swap
operation to claim ownership of the object.
The most useful feature of this algorithm is
that lock and other non-lock operations can be
independently executed in uncontended cases.
This is similar to the well known optimization
for recursive locks, in which the same thread
acquires the same lock again without releasing
it. The actual lock operation for the recursive
lock using special atomic instructions is usually
skipped and the nesting level is maintained instead.
We validated the algorithm to ensure its
safety and liveness properties by using a standard software tool called Spin, which generates all the possible cases for an algorithm and
checks the assertions at selected program points
for each. We will also explain a special technique to implement our algorithm on real processors. The existing memory ordering models
did not support our requirements.
In summary, the contributions of our paper
are as follows:
• We designed a lock operation using only
simple instructions, which can be performed independently of other non-lock operations in most cases.
• We validated the algorithm by using Spin.
• We demonstrated that the algorithm significantly improved the performance of code
performing lock operations by 80% on average for a real-world owner-locality scenario
on Intel Xeon processors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
We ﬁrst discuss related work. We then present
an empirical study of lock behavior by using
benchmark programs and real-world server applications. We next explain our algorithm. We
then describe how we veriﬁed our algorithm by
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using Spin. Finally, we investigate the pros and
cons of real processors to implement our algorithm and evaluate it.
2. Related Work
Many techniques of reducing the overhead of
synchronization have been proposed for Java.
Bacon, et al. 1) proposed the thin lock, which
only requires one atomic operation to acquire
and release it. The thin lock does not use
any multi-word monitor structures in most
cases. Onodera, et al. 3) proposed the Tasuki
lock to ﬁx the thin lock’s problems with unbounded busy-waiting by using a flc (flat lock
contention) bit. For techniques that always
use a multi-word monitor structure, Agesen,
et al. 2) proposed the meta lock. However, the
meta lock requires an extra atomic operation
when the lock is released and therefore performs two atomic operations for each synchronization operation. Dice 4) also proposed the
relaxed lock, which only performs one atomic
operation. These techniques require serialization and one or two atomic operations in their
best cases.
Addressing the problems of cost for serialization and complex atomic operations in SMP environments, Kawachiya, et al. 5) proposed lock
reservation. Bacon, et al. 6) independently proposed a similar idea of eliminating atomic operations for non-shared objects. Their techniques
are eﬀective for non-escaping objects, which are
not shared among multiple threads. Domani, et
al. 7) also presented an idea for global bits that
indicate whether or not objects have escaped.
Onodera, et al. 8) proposed a reservation-based
spin lock, in which non-reserving threads cannot reserve locks but perform a spin lock instead
of canceling the reservation.
In comparison to lock reservation, our approach has advantages when locking shared objects, i.e., every thread beneﬁts from an eﬃcient lock using temporal locality, and a nonowner can eﬃciently change ownership using
compare-and-swap operation. Lock reservation
must suspend and resume a thread whenever a
non-owner tries to safely change the status of
a lock reserved by another thread. Therefore,
if lock reservation were extended to change the
owners, both the new and the previous owners
would incur penalties: the new owner would
suﬀer from the cost of the suspend and resume
operations, and the previous owner would suffer from the overhead of being suspended and
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then resumed. The cost of suspend and resume
operations is usually very large.
In the absence of contention for the lock,
Lamport 9) presented a fast mutual exclusion
algorithm, which has constant time complexity
using only simple instructions. Lamport’s algorithm performs ﬁve memory accesses for entering and two for leaving critical sections. However, the code within the critical sections cannot start executing until the third memory access has been completed, since the memory access has acquire ordering semantics for the critical section. In terms of memory eﬃciency, Lamport’s method requires memory space ☆ proportional to the number of threads. It also uses
two variables that can have process IDs for each
lock. Our algorithm, in contrast, allows the lock
algorithm and the critical section code to be executed in parallel and only requires two bits and
the thread ID ﬁeld for each lock (or object).
Andersen, et al. 10) surveyed algorithms for
shared-memory mutual exclusion in the distributed algorithm community, including fast
mutual exclusion algorithms, which have a
constant-time fast path in the absence of contention. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no research on fast mutual exclusion
algorithms that not only use a ﬁxed number of
simple instructions, but also allow the execution of critical sections in parallel while only
requiring a ﬁxed memory space.
3. Study of Lock Behavior
This section presents our analysis of lock behavior. We ﬁrst consider the frequency of lock
operations in Java programs to clarify the importance of eﬃcient lock operations. We next
demonstrate that owner locality for shared objects can be observed in real-world applications.
We used SPECjvm98, SPECjbb2000, and
VolanoMark version 2.5.0.9 as well known
benchmark programs.
As real-world programs, we used the IBM WebSphere Application Server and used Trade3 and 22 benchmarks of Web primitives for Web services on
the server, which simulated typical server behaviors.
3.1 Lock Frequency
Since lock operations synchronize memory
accesses and modern processors usually have
☆

A Boolean variable b[i] used in Algorithm 2 9) usually consumes one byte in actual processors due to
the atomicity of stores.
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Fig. 1 Ratio of lock operations to heap accesses
(higher bars indicate more frequent locks).

memory-dedicated execution pipelines, lock operations can be regarded to stall the memory
pipelines. We therefore measured the ratio of
lock operations to memory accesses, in particular the heap accesses. These proﬁled heap
accesses include accesses to instance variables,
class variables, array elements ☆☆ , and internal
ﬁelds such as array sizes and tables for virtual
methods.
Figure 1 shows this ratio for each benchmark. The 1/N labels on the Y-axis signify
that N heap accesses are performed for every
lock operation. On average, a lock operation is
performed for every 55 heap accesses. Locking
performance is therefore critical for programs
that perform lock operations with such high frequency, considering that a single lock acquisition stalls many CPU cycles.
3.2 Owner Locality
We focused on shared objects, which are actually locked by more than one thread during
the measurement. A non-shared object is an
object that is only locked by a single thread.
Non-shared objects can be non-escaping objects, which are only visible to one thread but
not to other threads. Since the lock operations for these non-escaping objects could be
removed by various other techniques using the
knowledge about their non-escaping characteristics, e.g., by allocating these objects in a special thread-local heap 7) , we have not discussed
them further in this paper.
The ﬁrst bars in Fig. 2 show the ratio of the
number of lock operations for shared objects
relative to the total number of lock operations.
The taller bars indicate that those threads
most frequently perform lock operations for
shared objects. The ratio of lock operations
☆☆

Array elements copied by System.arraycopy are not
included.
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Fig. 2 Owner locality relative to all lock operations.
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until a diﬀerent thread from the ﬁrst locker actually locks the object. The taller bars indicate
when the ﬁrst locker continues locking without
the other threads’ locks.
The ﬁrst repetition is up to 13.5% and only
5.9% on average, excluding VolanoMark ☆ . In
contrast, excluding VolanoMark does not affect owner locality, which is still up to 86.4%
and 75.6% on average. We ignored the high
owner locality for some of the SPECjbb and
SPECjvm98 benchmarks in Fig. 3, since the ratio of lock operations for the shared objects is
very low, as can be seen in Fig. 2.
4. TO-lock

Fig. 3 Owner locality for shared objects.

for shared objects ranges up to 92.6% and
is 41.0% on average, excluding SPECjbb2000
and SPECjvm98. Since SPECjbb2000 and
SPECjvm98 rarely perform lock operations for
shared objects, these benchmarks are mostly
single threaded.
The second bars in Fig. 2 and the ﬁrst bars
in Fig. 3 show owner locality. The owner locality in Fig. 2 is the ratio of the total number of
lock operations, whose locks are acquired multiple times, consecutively, by the same thread,
to that of the total lock operations. The owner
locality in Fig. 3 is the ratio of the same number to the count of lock operations for shared
objects. The taller bars indicate that the owners of those objects rarely change during all the
lock operations.
We focused on owner locality for shared objects in Fig. 3 while Fig. 2 shows the ratio to the
total number of lock operations. The owner locality is up to 86.4% and 76.0% on average for
the numbers of lock operations for shared objects in Fig. 3.
The third bars in Fig. 2 and the second bars
in Fig. 3 show the ratios of the ﬁrst repetitions 5) . The ﬁrst repetition is a special sequence of lock operations for a given object,
which starts from the ﬁrst lock and continues

This section explains the algorithm for the
tentative ownership lock or TO-lock. We enhanced it 11) by eliminating a ﬂag and simplifying the handling of lock collisions. We ﬁrst
explain the variables used in the algorithm and
then cover it step-by-step. Finally, we explain
the memory ordering that the algorithm requires.
4.1 Variables
The algorithm uses a variable, tid, and two
1-bit ﬂags for each object.
4.1.1 Tid
The tid ﬁeld holds the identiﬁer of the thread
that currently has the lock or that last released
it. We use this variable to keep track of the
temporal locality of the threads that acquire
the lock for the object.
The thread checks the tid several times during the locking process. If the tid reveals another thread’s ID, then the thread attempts to
replace the tid with its own ID.
4.1.2 Tel1 and tel2
There are two 1-bit ﬂags, tel1 and tel2. These
ﬂags are used to indicate the status of the object.
A pair consisting of a tel1 ﬂag and a tel2
ﬂag indicates the progress of the locking process. These ﬂags are set by the thread that
started the locking process for the object. Once
a thread sets both ﬂags for an object, lock acquisition will succeed for that thread, and other
threads cannot acquire the lock for the object.
A thread ﬁrst sets tel1 and then tel2. The tel1
ﬂag prevents other threads from changing the
☆

We should interpret the results for VolanoMark
carefully. The lock operations for objects of a speciﬁc class dominate 70% of the lock operations for
shared objects, and these objects are mostly nonshared.
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Fig. 4 Flow chart for TO-lock algorithm.

tid to restore the temporal locality of threads
while the current thread is executing the algorithm’s fast path. We will explain this change
in tid in Section 4.2.4.1. We need the tel2 ﬂag
to show that the lock has been acquired. Before
setting each, the thread checks if certain conditions have been met. Therefore, the threads can
observe which step of the locking process has
been reached for a given object by using these
ﬂags. These ﬂags are cleared by the thread that
acquired the lock when that thread releases the
object.
4.2 Locking Algorithm
This section explains the algorithm. Figure 4 is a ﬂow chart for the algorithm, which
consists of three components: (1) temporal locality tests, (2) thread shift, and (3) collision
handling. We describe each of these steps in
detail in the following subsections. The diamonds within rectangles in Fig. 4 denote atomic
operations. For the conditions speciﬁed within
diamonds, the algorithm proceeds downward if
the condition is true and rightward otherwise.
4.2.1 Temporal Locality Test - Phase 1
The thread ﬁrst checks if the tid is still the
same as its own ID. If this test succeeds, the
thread sets the tel1 ﬂag to inhibit a thread
shift, i.e., an attempt by some other thread to
change the tid. If the tid does not match, the
thread proceeds to the step for thread shift.
The details on thread shift are explained in Section 4.2.4.1.

4.2.2 Temporal Locality Test - Phase 2
The thread again checks to ensure the tid is
still the same as its own ID. This test is required to ensure a thread shift did not occur
in the period between the load and the store of
Phase 1. If the test succeeds, the thread sets
the tel2 ﬂag to inhibit collision handling. If the
tid does not match, the thread proceeds to the
step for collision handling. The details on this
step are explained in Section 4.2.4.2.
4.2.3 Temporal Locality Test - Phase 3
The thread again checks to ensure the tid
is still the same as its own ID. This test is
required to ensure that no other threads have
succeeded in collision handling in the period between the load and the store of Phase 2. If the
test succeeds, lock acquisition has succeeded.
Otherwise, the thread proceeds to the step for
thread shift.
As the thread completes Phases 1 through
3, it prevents other threads from proceeding
through these same phases. When Phase 3 has
succeeded, the tel1 and tel2 ﬂags are set and
the tid matches its own ID. This status remains
until the object is released.
4.2.4 Ownership Restoring Path
If the thread proceeds to this path, there has
been a break in the temporal locality of the
thread’s use of the object. The thread then
tries to reclaim the ownership of the object.
4.2.4.1 Thread Shift
This step restores the temporal locality of
threads. The thread attempts to place its own
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Fig. 5 Atomic operation in collision handling
performs another form of thread shift.

thread ID into the tid. It can change the tid if
and only if the tel1 and tel2 ﬂags are cleared.
As explained in Section 4.1.2, the cleared tel1
and tel2 ﬂags show that the object is not currently locked by any thread.
Phase 1 assumes that thread shift has not
modiﬁed the tid after it set the tel1 ﬂag. To ensure that the thread only changes the tid if the
tel1 and tel2 ﬂags are cleared, it uses compareand-swap atomic operation. This restores the
ownership of the object and acquires the lock if
the atomic operation succeeds.
If multiple threads perform thread shift at
the same time, only one thread succeeds. The
other threads fail and performs a spin-locking
loop, similar to other compare-and-swap-based
algorithms 1),3),12) .
4.2.4.2 Collision Handling
If another thread changed the tid using
thread shift in the period between the test and
the setting of Phase 1 performed by the current thread, the current thread enters this step.
Since locks are rarely contended for and the
period is usually very short, this step rarely
occurs. Assume that another thread not only
acquired but also released the lock within the
same period (see Fig. 5). Without this step,
the tel1 ﬂag set by the current thread is never
cleared and no threads can acquire the lock by
thread shift. Atomic operation in the step resolves this situation.
Atomic operation by the current thread, however, also succeeds if another thread acquired,
released the lock, and entered Phase 2 to acquire the lock but has not yet set tel2 within
the same period as previously explained (see
Fig. 6). In this case, if the current thread releases the lock acquired by atomic operation
and then another thread sets tel2, a situation
in which tel2 is set but tel1 is not occurs. The
algorithm does not allow for this situation.

Fig. 6 Phase 2 check inhibits another thread from setting tel2 after the current thread releases the
lock.

To avoid this, the phase 2 check that follows atomic operation ensures that the current
thread completes lock acquisition after another
thread that was captured by atomic operation
(denoted by otid in Fig. 4) leaves Phase 2. The
phase 2 check can be implemented by obtaining the current instruction address for otid and
comparing it with the registered code regions
for Phase 2. For other implementations, we can
use a ﬂag in the thread structure, which indicates whether or not a thread is within Phase
2, by adding an overhead to maintain the ﬂag
in Phase 2.
4.2.5 Releasing Algorithm
The thread just clears tel1 and tel2 to release
the object. By arranging these ﬂags within a
single memory word, most processors can clear
them using a simple store operation.
4.3 Memory Ordering
The stores to the tel1 and tel2 ﬂags and the
succeeding load of tid are ordered for the temporal locality tests. However, since this memory ordering for the tests is independent of
other non-locking operations, no further memory ordering is required between the tests and
non-locking operations.
When releasing the object, we ensure release
ordering semantics to clear the two ﬂags to release the object. Clearing the ﬂags using release
ordering semantics ensures that any updates to
the memory when the object is being locked
will become visible to the other processors before the object is released.
5. Verification
Here, we discuss the safety and liveness of our
algorithm. To verify these properties, we used
Spin, which is a software tool that checks the
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logical consistency of speciﬁcations in the design of distributed systems. We used Spin as an
exhaustive veriﬁer, which rigorously proved the
validity of user-speciﬁed correctness requirements.
5.1 Safety
We checked three safety properties for our algorithm, mutual exclusion, avoidance of illegal
states of variables, and liveness.
5.1.1 Mutual Exclusion
For mutual exclusion, we must prove that any
given threads i and j never enter the critical
section at the same time.
We conﬁrmed that only one thread will always successfully acquires the lock with consistent values for the variables by using Spin’s
assertion feature. We tested the following assertions at points in the program where a thread
acquires the lock, i.e., (1) the tid is the thread’s
own ID, (2) the tel1 and tel2 ﬂags are set, and
(3) only a single thread acquires the lock by
using multiple threads. All the threads lock a
single shared object, and each thread repeats
our algorithm inﬁnitely. We only ran up to ﬁve
threads because of the limited physical memory
of the machine we used for the veriﬁcation.
5.1.2 Illegal State of Variables
The algorithm does not allow for a situation
in which tel2 is set but tel1 is not set, as explained in Section 4.2.4.2.
We conﬁrmed that this situation never occurred by using Spin’s linear time temporal logic
formulae feature. Using this, we could verify
that this correctness requirement holds for every step of all the traces.
5.2 Liveness
We conﬁrmed the liveness properties: If
threads are trying to acquire a lock, one of them
will eventually acquire it. We used Spin’s feature of the linear time temporal logic formulae.
We also performed another experiment to
verify that each thread that was going to acquire the lock would eventually acquire it. We
examined the number of lock acquisitions for
each thread for this experiment. We conﬁrmed
that every thread acquired the lock a speciﬁed
number of times. The compare-and-swap operation in the ownership-restoring path of our algorithm ensures that these threads can change
ownership as in other compare-and-swap-based
algorithms 1),3),5),13) .
6. Experimental Results
This section presents an evaluation of our al-
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gorithm. We ﬁrst explain how we performed
the experiment. We next show how we implemented the algorithm on real-world processors.
We then present the results of the experiment.
6.1 Methodology
We wrote a program that executes in a loop,
containing a code segment and single lock operation, using a hand-optimized IA-32 assembly
code. The code segment consists of repetitions
of a simple sequence, four loads, and the store
of their total, which simulates heap accesses in
server programs. We determined this ratio between the loads and stores based on the observation that loads were about 80% of the total
memory operations in the server programs analyzed in Section 3. We ran our experiments
on an SMP machine, i.e., an IBM IntelliStation
Z-Pro with two physical Intel Xeon 3.06-GHz
processors.
We measured execution times for two extreme cases with no lock contentions, changing the number of memory operations from 10
to 80. For all lock operations, we only performed phases one through three (or the fast
path) of the algorithm in the ﬁrst case and
only performed thread shift (or compare-andswap) in the second case. We calculated the
estimated execution times for cases when the
fast path was used for 86.4% and 76.0% of the
total locks and compare-and-swap was used for
the remaining locks. For real-world owner locality scenarios, the owner locality ranges up
to 86.4% and is 76.0% on average as shown in
Section 3. We can compare ours with the algorithm proposed by Kawachiya, et al. 5) by using
the results for compare-and-swap since theirs
performs compare-and-swap for shared objects
as explained in Section 1. We ran the program
ﬁve times for all lock frequencies and used the
average of the execution times.
6.2 Processor-specific Considerations
Our algorithm does not rely on memory ordering between lock and non-locking operations, though it does rely on the memory ordering within the lock operation.
Existing memory ordering models, such as
acquire and release, do not support the memory
ordering that the algorithm requests, or the ordering of a speciﬁc store or speciﬁc load. We
therefore need some hardware support to efﬁciently implement the algorithm on existing
processor architectures.
We used a special technique, store forwarding avoidance, in this experiment to control the
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memory ordering for our algorithm. If a store
to a memory area and a load from the same
area appear in the code in that order, these operations are performed in that order for most
processors, even under relaxed memory consistency models. Furthermore, the store-to-load
forwarding feature 14) makes it possible to ensure that these store-then-load operations are
performed before the stored data becomes visible to other processors. However, this store
forwarding is inhibited if the data size of the
load is larger than the size of the store on some
processors 15) . In that case, the store becomes
visible and then the data is then loaded from
the memory hierarchy. We relied on this characteristic to ensure the memory ordering expected
by the scalable synchronization algorithm in the
relaxed consistency model.
For out-of-order execution processors, the
CPU hardware can reorder independent instructions. The locking and non-locking instructions are independent of each other, and
therefore the CPU can execute non-locking instructions while it executes a sequence of locking instructions. However, the hardware usually has some restrictions to perform this special memory ordering using store forwarding
avoidance to perform eﬃciently. For example,
Intel’s NetBurst-based processors, such as the
Xeon we used, incur penalties of replays for
failed speculative loads. Therefore, compilers
should schedule these instructions to avoid such
penalties. We scheduled these instructions in
this experiment. For in-order-execution processors such as IA-64, the compilers should carefully schedule the instructions using store forwarding avoidance to evade unnecessary stall
cycles.
6.3 Results
Figure 7 plots the results of the experiment.
The X-axis represents the lock frequency. The
1/N labels for the X-axis signify that N memory operations are performed for every lock operation. A large 1/N indicates a high lock frequency. The Y-axis shows the speedup in average execution time for each loop iteration,
where taller is faster.
Our algorithm signiﬁcantly improved the performance for each lock frequency. For a realworld owner locality scenario, or 86.4% owner
locality, we achieved 2.02 times speedup on average. For another real-world owner locality
scenario, or 76.0% owner locality, we achieved
1.80 times speedup on average. For both sce-
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Fig. 7 Speedup in execution time per loop iteration
(taller is faster).

narios, we achieved the best speedup for 1/20
lock frequency, i.e., 2.21 times for 86.4% owner
locality and 1.93 times for 76.0% owner locality.
7. Conclusion
This paper presented a novel algorithm for
optimizing lock operations, which is particularly useful for Java programs that frequently
perform lock operations for shared objects. It
only uses simple memory operations in the absence of contention, even if these objects are
actually shared and locked by multiple threads.
By exploiting owner locality, lock operation and
the code protected by the lock can be executed in parallel so that the protected code
no longer needs to wait for the relatively long
latency of lock operation. We experimented
with many Java programs to proﬁle lock behaviors. The results revealed that, for real-world
server-side programs, objects are shared among
multiple threads and owner locality is not infringed. We veriﬁed the safety of the algorithm
by using a software tool called Spin, and considered combining our algorithm with existing
approaches to balance the overheads for spinning and blocking.
We also have evaluated the eﬃciency of our
algorithm with complex atomic instruction by
experimenting with assembler programs that
perform a typical number of memory operations
within and outside the critical section. The experimental results demonstrated that our algorithm can improve the performance of the code
by 80% on average for a real-world owner locality scenario on Intel Xeon processors, compared
to the existing approach using atomic compareand-swap instruction.
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